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EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS OF SEVERAL RUMMER'S 
NONLINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
JAROSLAV K R B 1 L A 
Dedicated to Professor Otaka i B O U U V K X on t h e occasio i of his 75 n b n t l da \ 
In this paper we shall deduce relations among the elliptic, hyperbolic and 
parabolic phases of the linear differential equation 
(<l) y"-q(t)y, (y dyjdt) 
tin carrier q of which belongs to the class Co(j). where j (a. b) is an open 
interval, oo ^ a < b ^ oo. 
Note that the symibol C^(M), where k is a nonnegative integer, denotes 
the set of all real functions with the continuous derivates of the k-th ordei. 
A function oce, resp. och, resp. ocv< defined in the interval j e cz j , resp. j h cz j , 
H*p.jp cz j is called an elliptic, xsp. hyperbolic, resp. parabolic phase of the 
differential equation (q) if 
1. it belongs to the class C% in a corresponding interval if the definition, 
2. it has the 1st derivative -£ 0 for all points from its interval of definition, 
3 // .satisfies the differential equation 
{xe,t} cc[r qe(t), teje, tc*p 
{xh,t} + a);
2 qh(t), lejh, resp. 
{xt>>t} qP(t), tejp, 
where the function qe, resp. qh, resp. qv is a partial function f/om q defined 
in the interval j e , resp. j h , resp. j v . 
A symbol {X,t} — (X"I2X')' — (X"I'2X')2 denotes 1he Schwarz derivative 
of the function X e C$(jo c= j) in a point t e jo such that X'(t) 4= 0. 
The importance of the introduced kinds of phases of (q) is evident from 
the transformation of the solutions of the differential equation 
(Q) Y-=--Q(T)Y, (Y- cir/dT) 
Q CQ(J (A, B)), into solutions of (q), which transformation is realized 
by solutions X of the nonlinear differential equation of the 3rd ordei 
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(Q,<1) -{X,t} + Q(X)X'* = q(t), 
called Kummer's differential equation. A relation between solutions of (Q 
and (q) is such that if a function X is a solution of (Q. q) defined in the inten al 
i c j , X'(t) ^~ 0 for all t e i, and Y is any solution of (Q) defined in the inter-
val / = X(i) a J, then the composed function 
y(t) = Y[X(t))l} X'(t) 
is a solution of (q) defined in the interval i. The function X is called a Ltnid 
of the transformation of solutions of (Q) into solutions of (q). 
From the point of view of the transformations the elliptic, hyperbolic diul 
parabolic phases, respectively, are kernels of the transformations of solutions 
of (Q) with constant carriers —V V 0, respectively, into solutions of (q) 
Further we shall need the following result from the theory of the transfor-
mation of solutions of Kummer's differential equation (Q, q) [2, I I I . , § 23J . . 
Pg- 180]: 
/ / a function X(t), t E i, is a solution of (Q, q), then the function x(T), T I 
inverse to X is a solution of Kummer's differential equation 
(q,Q) {x,T}^-q(x)x^ = Q(T). 
Kummer's differential equation (— ],q) is studied in detail in the book [2]. 
where an explicit expression of Kummer's differential equation (—1. 1) 
is given in the form: 
X(t) — arctg [(cn tg t + Ci2)/(c2i tg t -J- c22)], 
where C\k, i, k = 1, 2, are arbitrary constants and the determinant cw u 
Similarly in paper [4] Kummer's differential equation (1, q) is investigated 
and solutions of Kummer's differential equation (1,1) are given in the for n 
X(t) = argtgh [(cn tgh t + ci2)/(c2i tgh t + c22)], 
where constants Q&, i, k = \,2 have the same meaning as above. 
From [2, I., § 1,8., pg. 5] it is evident that Kummer's differential equation 
(0,0) has a solution given by the formula: 
X(t) = (cnt + c12)l(c2it + c22), 
where constants cue, i,k 1,2, have the foregoing meaning. 
In paper [5] a connection between parabolic and hyperbolic phases of (q) 
is investigated. We shall need a result of Theorem 2 from [5]; this is nhen 
in the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let up be a parabolic phase of (q) defined in the interval j p . Then 
the function 
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(1) aA — (Xj2) log \(CIIQCP + Ci2)l(c2ixp c2 2) | , 
(where X +] and Ca, i, k = 1, 2, are arbitrary constants, \c,jc\ + 0) defined 
in the interval j h a j p , is a hyperbolic phase of (q) 
Especially if xp = t, we obtain from (1) an explicit solution of Kummer's 
differential equation (1,0) in the form: 
X(t) = (X/2) log \(Cnt + c12)l(c2it + c22)\, 
from i\hich, calculating an inverse function, we get a solution of Kummer's 
deferential equation (0,1): 
X(t) = [en exp (2Xt) + ci2]/[c2i exp (2Xt) + c22], 
A\here the meaning of the constants X,Cuc, i,k = \,2 is similar to that in 
lemma. 
Xow v\e are going to investigate a connection between elliptic and hyper-
bolic, resp. parabolic phases of (q) and give — as corollary — explicit solu-
tions of Kummer's differentia] equations obtained taking variations of the 
second class with a repetition of constant carriers: —I, 1,0, of differential 
equations (q), (Q). Such results have not yet been published. 
Theorem 1. Let xe be an elliptic phase of (q) defined in the interved j e . Then 
the f miction: 
(2) cch = (X/2) log |(cn tg oce -[ Ci2)/(c2i t g oce -[ c2 2) | , 
(X V Cfk, i,k= 1,2, are arbitrary constants, \cnc\ 7^0) defined in the 
interval jh a j e , is a hyperbolic phase of (q). 
Proof . One can easily see that if the function ae is an elliptic phase of (q) 
m the interval j e , then the function a denned by relation: 
tg a = ( d i t g 0Ce + Ci2)/(C21 tg Xe + C22) , 
(Cik, i, k 1, 2, have the above-mentioned meaning) is also an elliptic phase 
of the same differential equation (q) and is defined in an interval j i cz j e . 
Take the function: 
cch = (A/2) log |tg a|, X = +1, 
defined in the interval j h cz ji and its derivative: 
OL}I = Xx'/shi 2a , x"h = (Xx"/mi 2a) — (2Xoc'
2 cotg 2a)/sin 2a , 
from which we obtain 
( a ; / 2 a ; ) ' = ( a 7 2 a ' ) ' - ( a ' c o t g 2 a ) ' , 
(xh/2xhY- = (a"/2a')
2 — a" cotg 2a -f- a'2 cotg2 2a, 
y,~ y - sin- za. 
hence for all l e jh we have 
— {yh , l} + <*/," — [a. i] a'
2 
and the theorem is proved. 
Corollary. Kummer\s differential equation (1. —1), resp. ( VI) J a* a sr>I<f-
tion : 
X(t) (/ 2) log (ru t - t -i ri2) (c2l tg t T r,,) , 
r(Sp. 
X(t) arctg ([m exp (2/J) r ^ U ^ i exp (2/J) - c,2]), 
a hen the constants / . ci}. /, k V 2, ArIzr /7?r s#H?r meaninq as in Thcoic/u 1 
P roof . We obtain an explicit expression of a solution of Kummer'> diffe 
rential equation (V 1) from the relation (2) by a speciil choice of the elliptic 
phase, namely ye = t and a solution of Kummer's differential equation ( VI 
as the inverse function to the solution of (V 1). 
Tlieorem 2. Let ye he an elliptic phase of (q) defined in the inteital j . Then 
the function : 
(3) ocp ( ru tg a, 4- ci2) (r2i tg a. -4- c22). 
(cue, i, J: V 2, are arbitrary constants, ca- 0) defined in an intcnal j} ^ j 
is a parabolic phase of (q). 
I ^ o o V We can obtain assertion of the theorem either in such a \\R\ t i n t 
we verify calculating the validity of the relation: 
{xP ,
f}^— {(en tg ye f- ci2)l(c2i tg ye + c22), t] — {zt. t) a'
1 
for all tejp. or we could obtain (3) by comparing the relations (1) and (2) 
Corollary. Kummer's differential equation (0. 1), resp. ( V 0) has a M-
lulion: 
X(t) (cntgt el2) (c2lt<rt e,>). 
resp. 
X(t) arctg [(cut + c12)/(c2lt + c22)]. 
where CM. i, k — L, 2, are arbitrary constemts with the property cik - 0. 
The idea of the proof is the same as in the proof of the corollaiy of Theorem I 
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R e m a r k . From the relation (2), lesp. (3) we can find an expression of the 
elliptic phase by means of the hyperbolic, rcsp. the parabolic phase. From 
the explicit connections among the mentioned phases we can see (similarly 
as m paper [1]) the priority of the elliptic phases, the theory of which was 
systematically built up by 0. Boruvka in [2], first of all for their universality. 
The hyperbolic, resp. parabolic phases are convenient for the study of dis-
(on jug-icy of (q), especially in the investigation of the pure, resp. special 
disconjugate differential equation (q). These phases are also convenient for 
the study of the asymptotic properties of tl e nonoscillatory differential 
equation (s^e e.g. [3], resp. [5]). 
Re suits of this paper can be used to construct Rummer's differential equa-
tioi s of the type ( 1, q), (1, q), (0, q) with an explicitely given solution and 
also Kummer's equations (q, -1), (q,\), (q, 0). We shall give an example. 
F \ ample . By direct calculation we verify easily that the function: 
(4) X(t) ( n 10 c12) (c2ltJ c22). 
(( j, /, I: 1, 2, are arbitrary constants, |Q/(- ' 0, ft 0 real number) sa-
tislies Kummer's differential equation (0, (ft2 ])!4:t2), i e. it is a parabolic 
phase of the differential equation: 
(•-») y" -W n/4'2Jy 
B\ using relat ion (1) we get from the relat ion (4) 
((>) X(t) - (A 2) log (cniP - c12) (c2ltJ -J- (22) . 2 - -hi , 
and this is a solution of Kummer's differential equation (I, (ft'1— \) At1), 
i.e. a hyperbolic phase of (5). From the relation (3) and from (4) we get the 
function A" in the form: 
(7) X(t) - arctg [(cn^ + c12)/(c21t$ ~r c22)]. 
an 1 this is a solution of Kummer's differential equation (—V (ft2 — 1) 4l2) 
i.e. an elliptic phase of (5). 
The inverse functions to the functions (4), resp. (0), resp. (7) are solutions 
of Kummer's differential equa ions: ((ft2 - l)/4t2A)). resp. ((ft2 — 1) -it2. 1), 
r e sp . ((ft2 })4t2, J). 
Finally we remark that if we choose in this example ft = -^J, we obtain 
1 lie above mentioned solution of Kummer's differential equation: (0,0), 
(". 1), (0, I), (1,0), ( 1,0). 
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